Excerpt for ‘Tai

Chi Caledonia 2014’ from ‘Singing

the Bagua Classic’
By Ben Morris

The following is an excerpt from a forthcoming book from
BJM Publishing entitled ‘Singing the Bagua Classic’. This
section will relate to skills that will be covered in the Bagua
Circle walking class which will be held on the Sunday
(currently

scheduled

for

10.50).

The

Bagua

classic

commented upon here is adapted from “The Essence of Bagua
zhang - Translation of Ancient Secrets – Bagua zhang ThirtySix and Forty-Eight Songs” by Grandmaster Shou-Yu Liang, Dr.
Jwing-Ming Yang, and Master Wen-Ching Wu, and conforms to
the Thirty-Six songs. Where appropriate each section is
subdivided into parts which are numbered throughout the text.

“Empty the chest, pull up the head, and settle down the waist.
Firm the thighs, control the knees, and grab the ground
strongly. Sink the shoulders, drop the elbows, and extend the
front palm. Both eyes must look out through the tiger's
mouth.”

1. The chest is emptied. This should be a familiar characteristic
to Tai Chi practitioners and more closely refers to the chest
being relaxed, breathing to be regulated and intent to be sunk
downwards. That is to say the breathing is an essential
component to the root with the ground. The shape we are
aiming for in the chest is to be slightly concave, which enables
the shoulders to curve and the back to round. It is essential
however that an excess in the bend of the back not be
developed. 2. The Head is pulled up to extend the vertebrae of
the neck encouraging an elongation of the whole spine. We try
to avoid twisting anyone single part of the spine any more than
any other part. The characteristic turn is thus shared across
the whole of the back (higher and lower). We focus on the
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pivoting/turning generation from the spine, as the spine is the
centre line. 3. Waist is pliable and tensioned. Pliability allows
for more tension to be loaded into the waist without damage.
The waist settles downwards so that it is based firmly using
the hips as a platform for movement. Try not to see the waist
as simply being along the ‘belt-line’ as the muscles of the back
travel up as far as the shoulder blades. 4. Thighs squeeze
together. And power should be diverted to the very centre of
the thigh. 5. Knees are open and relaxed. Knees allow for the
compression of the back leg and the extension/reach of the
front leg. They balance the vertical movement of stepping into
a horizontal glide. 6. The feet prise the ground in order to
maintain connection, as one leg is moving forward the other
leg assures the bodies weight as to allow movement to be
measured, rooted and powerful. 7. Shoulders drop as power is
rooted in the hips and waist. Elbows fall lower in order to
develop coiling power from down to up and out. 8. Extend the
front palm from the shoulder through the elbow to the wrist
and out through the finger tips and palms.

Form and gaze

through the Tigers mouth. The fingers extend and the finger
tips curl around as if holding a ball. The pressure should be
evenly expressed across the whole inside of the palm and
along the inside of all parts of the fingers. 9. Both eyes gaze
so ensure the torso allows this to happen. Neck does not turn
to accommodate this, and stays square to the shoulders.
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“The rear elbow first folds and it covers the heart. The hands
then turn and collapse to follow the front. Follow to the
front elbow with an embracing power. Both the front and the
rear hands have a sole gathered spirit.”

This section discusses the corrections for the arm positions
during ‘dragon holds pearl’. Often this is the first palm to
learn (but not always). We have the essential characteristic of
squeezing in to expand outwards, and encircling a target in
front of our gaze. 1. The elbow is pulled inwards in order to
cover the heart. 2. The ‘knife edge of the palms turn to follow
the front. 3. Front elbow is like a bow, both extending
outwards and squeezing 4. The wrists are relaxed and ‘open’.
When we connect with our opponent this is often first done
through the hands and fingers. The relaxation starting with
this part of the body is often easiest to detect and enables the
practitioner to begin to foster ting jing (sensing energy)
throughout the whole of the body. 5. Both hands have a sole
identity (shen). In essence they are joined by the shoulders but
also when connected with the opponents’ body form a
complete circuit.
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“Step along the curve and extend forward with straight leg.
When walking the body is erect like a turning grindstone. Bend
the knees and follow the thighs, the waist must be sufficiently
twisted. The eyes reach the three directions without swaying
the body.”

This section principally looks at taking the stationary posture
of the preceding section and adding the ‘classical’ circle
footwork of Bagua Zhang. 1. The feet have slightly different
foot work characteristics. This will depend upon which foot is
on the outside of the curve (circle) and which is on the inside
of the curve (circle). The outside foot allows for the
directional movement that enables the body to turn about the
circle, whereas the inside foot reinforces the body and will
often carry the majority of the body weight, in movement and
stillness. 2. Ensure the torso is upright – this is critically
important and becomes even more important in application. 3.
Bend the knees. There are three levels/heights to Bagua
circle walking and this variation in height is determined by the
bend in the knees … and certainly never with a bend in the
lower back 4.The thighs squeeze together, fostering the coil
in the stance which makes the root very strong and rooted
into the ground. 5. The waist is coiled and acts as if a
grindstone working corn. As the footwork around the circle
will inevitably move our ability to face centre line, a
correcting movement in the waist is needed. This should be
connected and assured otherwise any contact (with an
opponent) during this correction will be structurally weak. 6.
The eyes gaze, as is described in previous sections.
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